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PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
If you are in any doubt about the content of this Explanatory Memorandum, you should consult your stockbroker, 
bank manager, solicitor, accountant or other financial adviser. This Explanatory Memorandum has been written 
and authorised for distribution in Hong Kong only. It does not constitute a distribution of information or an offer 
in any other jurisdiction.

HSBC Global Money Funds have been established as a series of Cayman Islands-based unit trust sub-funds under 
a single umbrella. No action has been taken to permit an offering of units in the Funds, or the distribution of this 
Explanatory Memorandum in any jurisdiction other than Hong Kong or where action would be required for such 
purposes. Furthermore, distribution of this Explanatory Memorandum is not permitted unless it is accompanied by 
a copy of the latest annual report and accounts of the Funds and, if later, the most recent interim report, which 
form a part of this Explanatory Memorandum.

Nationals or residents of, or persons domiciled in countries other than Hong Kong should inform themselves, as to 
(a) possible tax consequences, (b) legal requirements and (c) any foreign exchange restrictions or exchange control 
requirements which they may encounter under the law of their country of domicile or residence, and which may be 
relevant to the subscription, holding and disposal of units in the Funds. 

Units issued after the date of this Explanatory Memorandum are offered only on the basis of the information 
contained in this Explanatory Memorandum, the annual report and accounts and any later interim report, and 
such additional documents (if any) as may be issued by the Managers expressly in conjunction with the issue of 
this Explanatory Memorandum. Any further information or representations made by a dealer, salesman or other 
person must be regarded as unauthorised, and must accordingly not be relied upon. The delivery of this Explanatory 
Memorandum or other documents referred to above, or the offer, issue or sale of units shall not in any way constitute 
a representation that the information and representations given herein or in such documents are correct at any time 
subsequent to the date of this Explanatory Memorandum or such document.

The Funds have been authorised for marketing purposes by the Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) in Hong 
Kong. SFC authorisation is not a recommendation or endorsement of the Funds nor does it guarantee the commercial 
merits of the Funds or the performance of the Funds. It does not mean the Funds are suitable for all investors nor 
is it an endorsement of the Funds’ suitability for any particular investor or class of investors.

The Funds and the sub-funds are not subject to the supervision of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Investors 
are also reminded that purchase of units in the Funds is not the same as placing money on deposit with a bank or 
deposit-taking company, and the Managers have no obligation to redeem units at the price paid.

No offer or invitation to subscribe for units may be made to the public in the Cayman Islands.

United States

Units in the Funds have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (the 
“Securities Act”) or under the securities laws of any state and the Funds have not been and will not be registered 
under the Investment Company Act 1940 (the “Investment Company Act”). This Explanatory Memorandum may 
not be distributed, and the units in the Funds may not be offered or sold within the United States or to US Persons, 
(as specified under the “US Person” definition in the section headed “Definition”).

Canada

The units described in this Explanatory Memorandum may be distributed in Canada exclusively through HSBC 
Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited by way of exempt distribution to accredited investors as defined in 
National Instrument 45-106 Prospectus and Registration Exemption who qualify as permitted clients under National 
Instrument 31-103 - Registration Requirements, Exemptions and On-going Registrant Obligation. This Explanatory 
Memorandum may not be used to solicit, and will not constitute a solicitation of, an offer to buy units in Canada 
unless such solicitation is made by HSBC Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited. 

HSBC Investment Funds (Hong Kong) Limited accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information 
contained in this Explanatory Memorandum and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries, that to the best of 
its knowledge and belief there are no other facts the omission of which would make any statement misleading at 
the date of publication.
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Enquiries and Complaints

Enquiries and complaints concerning the Funds (including information concerning subscription and redemption 
procedures and the current net asset value) should be directed to the Managers at (852) 2284 1118 or at Level 22, 
HSBC Main Building, 1 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong. The Managers will respond to any enquiry or complaint 
as soon as practicable.

July 2017
HSBC Investment Funds (Hong Kong) Limited
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DEFINITIONS
In this Explanatory Memorandum, the following expressions have the following meanings:-

“Administrator” means HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited in its capacity as custodian 
and administrator of the Funds 

“business day” means a day (other than Saturday) on which banks in Hong Kong are open for 
normal banking business 

“Dealing Day” means each business day

“Dealing Deadline” For the Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund: 
 means 11 a.m. (Hong Kong time) on the Dealing Day to which an application for 

the subscription, redemption or switching of units, as the case may be, relates 

 For the US Dollar sub-fund:
 means 4 p.m. (Hong Kong time) on the Dealing Day to which an application for 

the subscription, redemption or switching of units, as the case may be, relates

“Funds” means HSBC Global Money Funds

“Government and other
  public securities” 

means any investment issued by, or the payment of principal and interest on, which 
is guaranteed by the government of any member state of the Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) or any fixed interest investment 
issued in any OECD country by a public or local authority or nationalized industry 
of any OECD country or anywhere in the world by any other body which is, in 
the opinion of the Trustee, of similar standing.

“HK$” or “Hong Kong dollar” means the lawful currency of Hong Kong

 “Investment Adviser” means HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited 

“Managers” means HSBC Investment Funds (Hong Kong) Limited

“Registrar” means HSBC Investment Funds (Hong Kong) Limited

“Series” means a separate series of units within a sub-fund

“sub-fund” means a separate pool of the assets within the Funds with respect to which a 
separate class of units is issued

“Trust Deed” means the trust deed dated 12th February, 1991 and made between the Managers 
and the Trustee establishing the Funds, as amended from time to time

“Trustee” means HSBC Trustee (Cayman) Limited 

“unit” means a unit of the class issued in respect of the Funds and includes any fraction 
of a unit

“unitholder” means a person registered as the holder of units

“US” means the United States of America (including the States and the District of 
Columbia), its territories, possessions and all other areas subject to its jurisdiction

“US$” or “US dollar” means the currency of the United States of America

“US Law” means the laws of the US. US Law shall additionally include all applicable rules 
and regulations, as supplemented and amended from time to time, as promulgated 
by any US regulatory authority, including, but not limited to, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
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“US Person” means US person (“USP”) to whom units of the Funds may not be offered or sold, 
for the purposes of this restriction, the term US Person shall mean the following:

1) an individual who is a resident of the US under any US Law;

2) a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, collective investment 
vehicle, investment company, pooled account, or other business, investment, 
or legal entity: 
a. created or organized under US Law;
b. created (regardless of domicile of formation or organisation) principally 

for passive investment (e.g. an investment company, fund or similar entity 
excluding employee benefit or pension plans):
i) and owned directly or indirectly by one or more USPs who hold, directly 

or indirectly, in aggregate a 10% or greater beneficial interest, provided 
that any such USP is not defined as a Qualified Eligible Person under 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Regulation 4.7(a);

ii) where a USP is the general partner, managing member, managing 
director or other position with authority to direct the entity’s activities;

iii) where the entity was formed by or for a USP principally for the purpose 
of investing in securities not registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission unless such entity is comprised of “Accredited 
Investors”, as defined in Regulation D, 17 Code of Federal Regulations 
230.501(a), and no such Accredited Investors are individuals or natural 
persons; or 

iv) where more than 50% of its voting ownership interests or non-voting 
ownership interests are directly or indirectly owned by USPs;

c. that is an agency or branch of a non-US entity located in the US; or
d. that has its principal place of business in the US;

3) a trust:
a. created or organized under US Law; or
b. where, regardless of domicile of formation or organisation: 

i. any settlor, founder, trustee, or other person responsible in whole or 
in part for investment decisions for the trust is a USP;

ii. the administration of the trust or its formation documents are subject 
to the supervision of one or more US courts; or

iii. the income of which is subject to US income tax regardless of source;

4) an estate of a deceased person:
a. who was a resident of the US at the time of death or the income of which 

is subject to US income tax regardless of source; or 
b. where, regardless of the deceased person’s residence while alive, an executor 

or administrator having sole or shared investment discretion is a USP or 
the estate is governed by US Law; 

5) an employee benefit or pension plan that is:
a. established and administered in accordance with US Law; or 
b. established for employees of a legal entity that is a USP or has its principal 

place of business in the US; or

6) a discretionary or non-discretionary or similar account (including a joint 
account) where:
a. one or more beneficial owners is a USP or held for the benefit of one or 

more USPs; or
b. the discretionary or similar account is held by a dealer or fiduciary organized 

in the US.

If, subsequent to a unitholder’s investment in the Funds, the unitholder becomes a 
USP, such unitholder (i) will be restricted from making any additional investments 
in the Funds and (ii) as soon as practicable have its units compulsorily redeemed by 
the Funds (subject to the requirements of the Trust Deed and the applicable law).

The Managers may, from time to time, waive or modify the above restrictions, 
subject to the provisions of the Trust Deed.
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“Valuation Agent” means HSBC Institutional Trust Services (Asia) Limited in its capacity as valuation 
agent of the Funds

“Valuation Point” For the Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund:
means 12 noon (Hong Kong time) on each Dealing Day or such other time on 
such day or days as the Managers with the consent of the Trustee may from time 
to time prescribe

For the US Dollar sub-fund:
means 4:30 p.m. (Hong Kong time) on each Dealing Day or such other time on 
such day or days as the Managers with the consent of the Trustee may from time 
to time prescribe
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SUMMARY
The Funds are designed to enable investors to have access to the international investment management skills of the 
Investment Adviser HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited, and in particular, to a range of money 
market funds, each of which aims to achieve yields normally only available in the wholesale money market. Each 
sub-fund is denominated in a particular currency and its investment policy is designed to achieve growth by reference 
to that currency; unitholders may switch as required between sub-funds to take advantage of exchange rate volatility 
and interest rate fluctuations. Series of units may be issued to different categories of investors. The different Series in 
each sub-fund are subject to different levels of charges.

- Choice of two major currencies

Each of the sub-funds of the Funds is linked to a different currency. Currently, sub-funds linked to the following 
currencies are available:

 Hong Kong dollar
 
 US dollar

- No initial charges - single dealing price

- No redemption charge

- Active management to achieve above average yields

- Automatic reinvestment of yields

- Low minimum investment of:

Hong Kong dollar - HK$50,000 or equivalent in the other currency

U.S. dollar - US$1,000 or equivalent in the other currency

- Unlimited switching between sub-funds

The sub-funds have been established under a single umbrella unit trust (the Funds). Pension schemes, individuals and 
corporations may invest in Series A Units in the Funds.

Series L Units, which are issued in relation to the Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund and US Dollar sub-fund, are available 
only to retirement schemes designated by the Managers.
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HSBC GLOBAL MONEY FUNDS
For the US Dollar sub-fund:

Investment Objectives 

The sub-fund aims to preserve capital and provide daily liquidity together with an investment return that is comparable 
to US sovereign money market rate in the base currency of the sub-fund. However, preservation of capital is not 
guaranteed. The Managers may only invest in short-term deposit and other money market instruments. 

Investment Policy 
 
At least 70% of the sub-fund’s net asset value will be invested in US dollar-denominated short-term deposits and 
money market instruments issued by governments, quasi-governments, international organizations, financial institutions 
and other corporations. 

The Managers’ policy for the sub-fund is to use the interbank wholesale money market for short-term deposits for 
periods usually not exceeding 12 months and invest in monetary instruments such as treasury bills, bills of exchange, 
commercial papers, certificates of deposit or interbank deposits, to achieve the sub-fund’s investment objective. The 
sub-fund should not purchase any instruments with a remaining maturity of more than 364 days, or two years in the 
case of government and other public securities. The average life to maturity of the sub-fund will be less than 90 days.

It is also the Managers’ policy to spread the range of investments among a wide variety of banking and other institutions 
with a credit ratings at least A-1 or P-1 (or its equivalent) from Standard & Poor’s or Moody’s or a recognised credit 
rating agency at time of purchase, and to ensure that the aggregate value of the sub-fund’s holding of deposits and 
money market instruments issued by a single issuer may not exceed 10% of the total net asset value of the sub-fund 
except, (1) where the issuer is a bank authorised under the Banking Ordinance or any other substantial financial 
institution and the total amount so invested does not exceed 10 per cent. of the issuer’s issued capital and published 
reserves, the limit may be increased to 25 per cent.; or (2) in the case of government and other public securities, up 
to 30 per cent. may be invested in the same issue; or (3) in respect of any deposit of less than US$1 million (or the 
equivalent in the currency of the sub-fund) where the sub-fund cannot otherwise diversify as a result of its size. 

It is not the Managers’ policy to hedge the currency of the sub-fund to override the effects of exchange rate volatility.

For Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund:

Investment Objectives 

The sub-fund aims to preserve capital and provide daily liquidity together with an investment return that is comparable 
to normal money market rate in the base currency of the sub-fund. However, preservation of capital is not guaranteed. 
The Managers may only invest in short-term deposit and other money market instruments. 

Investment Policy 

At least 70% of the sub-fund’s net asset value will be invested in Hong Kong dollar-denominated short-term deposits 
and money market instruments issued by governments, quasi-governments, international organizations, financial 
institutions and other corporations. 

The Managers’ policy for the sub-fund is to use the interbank wholesale money market for short-term deposits for 
periods usually not exceeding 12 months and invest in monetary instruments, such as treasury bills, bills of exchange, 
commercial papers, certificates of deposit or interbank deposits, to achieve the sub-fund’s investment objective. The 
sub-fund should not purchase any instruments with a remaining maturity of more than 364 days, or two years in the 
case of government and other public securities. The average life to maturity of the sub-fund will be less than 90 days.

It is also the Managers’ policy to spread the range of investments among a wide variety of banking and other institutions 
with a credit ratings at least A-1 or P-1 (or its equivalent) from Standard & Poor’s or Moody’s or a recognised credit 
rating agency at time of purchase, and to ensure that the aggregate value of the sub-fund’s holding of deposits and 
money market instruments issued by a single issuer may not exceed 10% of the total net asset value of the sub-fund 
except, (1) where the issuer is a bank authorised under the Banking Ordinance or any other substantial financial 
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institution and the total amount so invested does not exceed 10 per cent. of the issuer’s issued capital and published 
reserves, the limit may be increased to 25 per cent.; or (2) in the case of government and other public securities4, 
up to 30 per cent. may be invested in the same issue; or (3) in respect of any deposit of less than US$1 million (or 
the equivalent in the currency of the sub-fund) where the sub-fund cannot otherwise diversify as a result of its size.

It is not the Managers’ policy to hedge the currency of the sub-fund to override the effects of exchange rate volatility.

Risk Factors

Investment in a sub-fund carries with it a degree of risk, including, but not limited to those referred to below. Potential 
investors should review the Explanatory Memorandum in its entirety prior to making a decision to invest. There 
can be no assurance that the sub-funds will achieve their investment objectives and past performance should not be 
seen as a guide to future returns. An investment may also be affected by any changes in exchange control regulation, 
tax laws, withholding taxes and economic or monetary policies. The net asset value per unit of each class of the 
relevant sub-fund is expected to fluctuate over time with the performance of such sub-fund’s investments. Investment 
in the sub-funds may decline in value and investors may not recoup the original amount invested in the sub-funds. 
Deterioration in the liquidity of a sub-fund’s underlying investments may adversely affect the value of the sub-fund 
and may affect the sub-fund’s ability to pay out redemption or termination proceeds to investors.

The Funds may only invest in short term deposits and other money market instruments. The risks may include or 
relate to, among others, foreign exchange, interest rate, credit, liquidity, market volatility, regulatory and political risks 
and any combination of these and other risks mentioned in this section below. The value of the Funds’ investments 
may fluctuate as a result of changes in a number of factors such as interest rates and credit quality of the issuer. If the 
issuer or counterparty of an investment defaults or its credit quality deteriorates, the performance of such investment 
will be adversely affected. Dividends, interest and capital gains received or earned by the sub-funds on their underlying 
investments may be subject to non-recoverable withholding taxes in the countries of origin.

To the best of the Managers’ knowledge, the offering document sets out all the risks that it is aware of pertaining to the 
Funds and the sub-funds and all the risks that an investor should be aware of in assessing the Funds and the sub-funds.

Risks of Money Market Funds

The purchase of the units of the Funds is not the same as placing funds on deposit with a bank or deposit taking 
company. The Managers have no obligation to redeem units at their offering value and the Funds and the sub-funds 
are not subject to the supervision of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Investors may not recoup the original 
amount invested in the Funds.

General Market Risk 

The sub-funds’ investment portfolio may fall in value due to any of the risk factors below and therefore investor’s 
investment in the sub-funds may suffer losses. There is no guarantee of the repayment of principal. In particular, the 
value of investments may be affected by uncertainties such as international, political and economic developments or 
changes in government policies. 

Risk Associated with Bank Deposits

Bank deposits are subject to the credit risks of the relevant financial institutions. Each sub-fund’s deposit may not be 
protected by any deposit protection schemes, or the value of the protection under the deposit protection schemes may 
not cover the full amount deposited by the relevant sub-fund. Therefore, if the relevant financial institution defaults, 
the relevant sub-fund may suffer losses as a result.

Concentration Risk

The sub-funds’ investments may be concentrated in short-term deposits and money market instruments (which are 
one kind of fixed income instruments and debt securities or instruments) denominated in the sub-funds’ respective 
base currencies. The value of the sub-funds may be more volatile than that of a fund having a more diverse portfolio 
of investments. 

Debt Securities

The principal factors that may affect the value of the sub-funds’ securities holdings include: (i) changes in interest 
rates, (ii) the credit worthiness of the issuers of securities and (iii) unanticipated prepayment.
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Credit Rating Risk

Credit ratings assigned by rating agencies are subject to limitations and do not guarantee the creditworthiness of 
the security and/or issuer at all times. The credit ratings assigned by credit rating agencies are a generally accepted 
barometer of credit risk of a fixed income security. They are, however, subject to certain limitations. For example, the 
rating of an issuer is heavily weighted by past developments and does not necessarily reflect probable future conditions. 
There is often a time lag in updating the credit ratings in response to recent credit events.

Interest Rate Risk

Change in interest rate may affect the value of a security as well as the financial markets in general. Bonds, deposits 
and other fixed income securities are more susceptible to fluctuation in interest rates and may fall in value if interest 
rates change. Generally, the prices of bonds and other fixed income securities rise when interest rates fall, whilst their 
prices fall when interest rates rise. Longer term fixed income securities are usually more sensitive to interest rate changes. 

Credit Risk 

An issuer suffering an adverse change in its financial condition could lower the credit quality of a security, leading 
to greater price volatility of the security. A lowering of the credit rating of a security or its issuer may also affect the 
security’s liquidity, making it more difficult to sell. A sub-fund’s investment is also subject to the risk that issuers may 
not make payments on the securities they issue. Lower quality debt securities are more susceptible to these problems 
and their value may be more volatile. Deposits are similarly exposed to the credit risk of the financial institution 
being unable to fulfil its obligation.

Volatility and Liquidity Risk

The debt instruments in which the sub-funds invest may not be listed on a stock exchange or a securities market where 
trading is conducted on a regular basis. The prices of securities traded in such markets may be subject to fluctuations. 
Even if the debt securities are listed, the market for such securities may be inactive and the trading volume may be 
low. In the absence of an active secondary market, the sub-funds may need to hold the debt securities until their 
maturity date. If sizeable redemption requests are received, the sub-funds may need to liquidate its investments at a 
substantial discount in order to satisfy such requests and the sub-funds may suffer losses in trading such securities. 
The price at which the debt securities are traded may be higher or lower than the initial subscription price due to 
many factors including the prevailing interest rates.

Further, the bid and offer spreads of the price of debt instruments in which the sub-funds invest may be high, and 
the sub-funds may therefore incur significant trading costs and may even suffer losses when selling such investments.

Downgrading Risk

Debt securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded (i.e. lowering of credit ratings assigned to the 
securities). In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an issuer relating to a security, a sub-
fund’s investment value in such security may be adversely affected. The Managers may or may not be able to dispose 
of the securities that are being downgraded. 

Sovereign Debt Risk

The sub-funds’ investment in securities issued or guaranteed by governments may be exposed to political, social and 
economic risks. In adverse situations, the sovereign issuers may not be able or willing to repay the principal and/or 
interest when due or may request the sub-funds to participate in restructuring such debts. The sub-funds may suffer 
significant losses when there is a default of sovereign debt issuers.

Counterparty and Settlement Risk

Settlement risk occurs when a transaction is not completed as duly agreed between the parties. This may be due to an 
error or omission in the necessary settlement, clearing or registration processes or due to the lack of creditworthiness 
of one of the parties to the transaction.

Counterparty risk occurs when a party to a contract fails to honour and defaults on its obligations thereunder. Sub-
funds which are party to these risks can incur considerable losses.

Market and Liquidity Risk

Trading counterparties may from time to time refrain from making a market in a particular financial contract or 
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instrument, with the result that those persons already holding such a contract or instrument are unable to liquidate 
their exposure. Such characteristics can lead to considerable losses being incurred by those exposed to such instruments.

Negative Yield

Market conditions, including but not limited to a reduction in interest rates may have a material impact on the 
return of underlying investment of a sub-fund. Either the return of the sub-fund will be so low that following the 
deduction of the charges and expenses applicable to the sub-fund there will be net negative yield, or the return will 
already be a negative number even before the charges and expenses have been deducted from the sub-fund. Such 
market conditions, together with any actions taken by financial institutions in response thereto (such as, for example, 
by way of reducing interest rates and therefore income payable on investments of a sub-fund), are outside the control 
of the Managers or Trustee.

Valuation Risk

Valuation of the sub-funds’ investments may involve uncertainties and judgmental determinations, and independent 
pricing information may not at all times be available. If such valuations should prove to be incorrect, the net asset 
value of the sub-funds may be adversely affected. 

The value of investments of the sub-funds may be affected by changing market conditions or other significant 
market events affecting valuation. For example, in the event of downgrading of an issuer, the value of the relevant 
debt securities may decline rapidly.

Conflicts of Interest

The Managers, the Investment Adviser, the investment sub-adviser (if applicable), the Trustee, the Administrator, 
the Registrar and their respective delegates may from time to time act as trustee, administrator, registrar, manager, 
custodian, investment manager or investment adviser, representative or otherwise as may be required from time to time 
in relation to, or be otherwise involved in or with, other funds and clients which have similar investment objectives 
to those of the sub-funds. It is, therefore, possible that any of them may, in the course of business, have potential 
conflicts of interest with the sub-funds. 

In such event, each will at all times have regard to its obligations under any agreements to which it is party or by 
which it is bound in relation to the Funds or the sub-funds. In particular, but without limitation to its obligations to 
act in the best interests of the unitholders when undertaking any dealings or investments where conflicts of interest 
may arise, each will respectively endeavour to ensure that such conflicts are resolved fairly.

The Funds and/or the sub-funds may enter into transactions with the Managers, the Investment Adviser, the investment 
sub-adviser (if applicable) and the Trustee, the Administrator or with any of their affiliates, or investing the assets 
of or reinvest the cash collateral received by the sub-funds in any investment products or funds managed, launched 
or offered by any of the above-mentioned entities, provided that such transactions are carried out as if effected on 
normal commercial terms negotiated at arm’s length and provided that the transactions comply with the following 
requirements: (a) the goods and services involved are of demonstrable benefit to unitholders; and (b) execution of 
transactions for the Funds will be consistent with best execution standards, and brokerage rates will not be in excess 
of customary institutional full-service brokerage rates. The Investment Advisers or any affiliates acting in a fiduciary 
capacity with respect to client accounts may recommend to or direct clients to buy and sell units of the Funds. If a 
client defaults on its obligation to repay indebtedness to any HSBC entity (“HSBC Group”) that is secured by units 
in the Funds, and the HSBC Group forecloses on such interest, the HSBC Group would become a unitholder of 
the Funds. As a consequence, the HSBC Group and its affiliates could hold a relatively large proportion of Units 
and voting rights in the Funds.

Withholding Tax 

Investors should note that (i) the proceeds from the sale of securities in some markets or the receipt of any dividends 
or other income may be or may become subject to tax, levies, duties or other fees or charges imposed by the authorities 
in that market including taxation levied by withholding at source and/or (ii) a sub-fund’s investments may be subject 
to specific taxes or charges imposed by authorities in some markets. Regarding FATCA, although the Funds will 
attempt to satisfy any obligations imposed on it to avoid the imposition of the FATCA withholding tax, no assurance 
can be given that the Funds will be able to satisfy these obligations. If the Funds become subject to a withholding 
tax as a result of the FATCA regime, the value of the units held by unitholders may suffer material losses. On the 
other hand, if an investor or an intermediary through which it holds its interest in the Funds and the sub-funds fails 
to provide the Funds and/or the sub-funds, its agents or authorised representatives with any correct, complete and 
accurate information that may be required for the Funds and the sub-funds to comply with FATCA, the investor 
may be subject to withholding on amounts otherwise distributable to the investor, may be compelled to sell its interest 
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in the Funds and the sub-funds or, in certain situations, the investor’s interest in the Funds and the sub-funds may 
be sold involuntarily (provided that the Managers shall observe relevant legal requirements and shall act in good 
faith and on reasonable grounds). In particular, investors and potential investors should note the section “Automatic 
Exchange of Information” in the section headed “Taxation”.

Early Termination Risk

The Funds or any of its sub-funds may be liquidated on the occurrence of certain events as set out in the section 
headed “Termination” in this Explanatory Memorandum.

Upon the liquidation of the Funds or any of its sub-funds, all the assets of the Funds or such sub-fund will be realised 
and the net proceeds thereof which are available for distribution will be distributed to the relevant unitholders with 
reference to the number of units held by them. Unitholders should note that the amount distributed to them may be 
less than the amount of their initial investment.

Prohibited Securities 

In accordance with the HSBC Group policy, the Funds and any of its sub-funds will not invest in the securities of 
companies that are involved directly and indirectly in the use, development, manufacturing, stockpiling, transfer or 
trade of cluster munitions and/or anti-personnel mines. As this policy aims to prohibit investment in certain types of 
securities, investors should be aware that this reduces the investment universe and prevents the Funds and any of its 
sub-funds from benefitting from any potential returns from these companies.

Risks Associated with Government or Central Banks’ Intervention

Changes in regulation or government policy leading to intervention in the currency and interest rate markets (e.g. 
restrictions on capital movements or changes to the way in which a national currency is supported such as currency 
de-pegging) may adversely affect some financial instruments and the performance of the sub-funds.

Investment Adviser 

The Investment Adviser of the Funds is HSBC Global Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited. The Investment 
Adviser is a member of the HSBC Group. 

Trustee

All the assets of the Funds are held independently of the Managers and Investment Adviser, by or to the order of 
the Trustee. The Trustee may, however, appoint any person or persons to be custodian of such assets. The Trustee 
shall remain liable for any act or omission of any agent, nominee, custodian or joint custodian, except in relation to 
anything done or suffered in good faith in accordance with or in pursuance of any request or advice of the Managers 
and except where the Trustee has exercised all reasonable care in selecting such person.

Subject as provided in the Trust Deed, the Trustee is entitled to be indemnified from the assets of the relevant sub-
fund from and against any and all actions, costs, claims, damages, expenses, including all reasonable legal, professional 
and other similar expenses (other than those resulting from the fraud, negligence, default or breach of trust or duty 
on the part of the Trustee or any of its officers, employees, agents or delegates for which the Trustee would be liable 
under the Trust Deed), which may be incurred by or asserted against the Trustee in performing its obligations or 
duties in connection with any sub-fund. 

The Trustee may retire in the circumstances set out in the Trust Deed.

The Trustee is entitled to the fees set out below under the section headed “Charges and Fees” and to be reimbursed 
for other costs and expenses permitted under the Trust Deed.

The Trustee, in its capacities as trustee, has delegated certain functions and duties to HSBC Institutional Trust 
Services (Asia) Limited.

The Managers have sole responsibility for making investment decisions in relation to the Funds and/or each sub-fund 
and the Trustee (including its delegate) is not responsible or has no liability for any investment decision made by 
the Managers. The Trustee and its delegate will not participate in transactions or activities or make any payments 
denominated in US dollars, which, if carried out by a U.S. Person, would be subject to the United States Office of 
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) sanctions.
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Neither the Trustee nor its delegate is involved directly or indirectly with the sponsorship or investment management 
of the Funds or any sub-fund. In addition, neither the Trustee nor its delegate is responsible for the preparation or 
issue of this Explanatory Memorandum and therefore they accept no responsibility for any information contained 
in this Explanatory Memorandum other than information relating to themselves and the HSBC Group under this 
section “Trustee”.

The Trustee is incorporated in Cayman Islands, and is a member of the HSBC Group.

Administrator and Valuation Agent

The Trustee has appointed the Administrator to carry out certain administrative functions on its behalf and to act 
as custodian to the Funds.

The Managers have delegated to the Valuation Agent their duty under the Trust Deed to calculate the net asset value 
of units of each Series of each sub-fund and purchase and redemption prices.

Registrar

The Trustee has appointed the Managers as the Registrar of the Funds.

Managers

The Managers of the Funds are HSBC Investment Funds (Hong Kong) Limited, a member of the HSBC Group.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Application for Units

The minimum investment in each Series of units (except for Series L Units) for each sub-fund is US$1,000 or the 
equivalent in other currencies, except for the Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund where the minimum is HK$50,000. The 
minimum increase in any sub-fund following initial investment is US$1,000 (or the equivalent in other currencies) 
(except for Series L Units to which the minimum of US$1,000 does not apply), except for the Hong Kong Dollar 
sub-fund where the minimum increase is HK$10,000 (except for Series L Units to which the minimum of HK$10,000 
does not apply). The Managers, however, have discretion to accept such lower amount of minimum investment or 
minimum increase in investment in any sub-fund.

Units may be purchased at the dealing price of each Series of units in the relevant sub-fund on the Dealing Day 
on which cleared funds in the currency of the sub-fund and the application form are received by the Managers. If  
applications are not received by Dealing Deadline on a Dealing Day, they will be carried over to the next Dealing Day.

To purchase units in any one or more of the sub-funds, an application form (available from the Managers) should 
be completed and returned to the Managers. Units will not be issued in any sub-fund until cleared funds have been 
received. Payment of the amount to be invested may be in Hong Kong or US dollars, or the currency of the sub-fund, 
and made by crossed cheque (“A/C payee only, not negotiable”) or by banker’s draft payable to HSBC Investment 
Funds (Hong Kong) Limited, or by telegraphic transfer direct to the bank account shown on the application form. 
Bank charges may be deducted by the remitting bank and such charges will be borne by the investor. Applications may 
also be sent through an intermediary. Potential investors should note that no money should be paid to any intermediary 
in Hong Kong who is not licensed or registered to carry on the Type 1 (dealing in securities) regulated activity under 
Part V of the Securities and Futures Ordinance.

In general, cleared funds must be received by the Dealing Deadline for receiving applications. Where cleared funds are 
received after such deadline, the relevant application normally will be carried over to the next Dealing Day. Payments 
made in any currency other than the denomination currency of the sub-fund will be converted to the denomination 
currency of that sub-fund before being invested. The proceeds of conversion (after deducting the cost of such 
conversion) will be applied towards payment of the application moneys. The cost of currency conversion and other 
expenses will be borne by investors. Conversion of currencies may involve some delay.

The Managers have discretion to accept or reject any application for units. No application may be made by a US 
Person or a Canadian resident and if any unitholder becomes a US Person or Canadian resident, their units may 
be compulsorily redeemed.

No third party payment will be accepted.

Investors shall notify the Managers as soon as practicable if there is any change in the information provided by them 
in the application form.

Investors should be reminded that if they choose to send application forms by facsimile, they bear their own risk 
of the forms being illegible or not being received. Investors should therefore for their own benefit confirm with the 
Managers the receipt of the forms. Neither the Managers nor the Trustee/the Administrator shall be responsible to 
a unitholder or an investor for any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any orders sent by facsimile or 
for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile believed in good faith to have 
originated from properly authorised persons. This is notwithstanding the fact that a facsimile transmission report 
produced by the originator of such transmission discloses that such transmission was sent. 

Certain Series of units are only available to investors and intermediaries selected by the Managers of the Funds at its 
discretion. Investors should contact the relevant intermediary or the Managers before making an application. When 
dealing through an intermediary, investors also need to follow the terms of the intermediary in addition to those 
stated in this Explanatory Memorandum.

Certificates

Following receipt of an application form and cleared funds, a contract note is issued to show the number of units 
issued. The contract note will normally be issued within 2 business days after the unit price is available and will be 
sent by post. Certificates for units are not usually issued unless a specific request is received in writing. If requested, 
they will be sent by post to unitholders usually within two weeks at the unitholder’s risk.
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Redemption of Units

Units in the sub-funds may normally be redeemed at the dealing price of the relevant Series of Units in the relevant 
sub-fund following receipt in writing of an application to the Managers using a special redemption request form 
available from the Managers. Partial redemptions are allowed for a minimum of US$1,000 (or the equivalent in other 
currencies) (except for Series L Units to which the minimum of US$1,000 does not apply), provided that the remaining 
balance of units of the relevant Series in the relevant sub-fund is not less than US$1,000 or the equivalent in other 
currencies, except for the Hong Kong Dollar sub-fund where the remaining balance must be at least HK$50,000 
(except for Series L Units to which the minimum of HK$50,000 does not apply). Redemption requests received after 
the Dealing Deadline on any Dealing Day are carried over to the next Dealing Day.

Investors should be reminded that if they choose to send redemption forms by facsimile, they bear their own risk of 
the redemption forms being illegible or not being received. Investors should therefore for their own benefit confirm 
with the Managers the receipt of the redemption forms. Neither the Managers nor the Trustee/the Administrator 
shall be responsible to a unitholder or an investor for any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any orders 
sent by facsimile or for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile believed 
in good faith to have originated from properly authorised persons. This is notwithstanding the fact that a facsimile 
transmission report produced by the originator of such transmission discloses that such transmission was sent. 

Proceeds from a redemption will be paid to the registered unitholder by cheque in Hong Kong or US dollars or the 
currency of the sub-fund as required by the unitholder usually within seven Dealing Days, but not later than 28 days 
following receipt by the Managers of the documents necessary to complete the redemption. There is no redemption 
charge. Redemption proceeds will not be paid to any third parties.

Where a certificate has been issued, it should be returned to the Managers with the redemption request. If not received, 
the Trustee will effect the redemption but the redemption proceeds will not be paid out until the certificate is received.

Where there are joint unitholders, one or all must sign the redemption request in accordance with the instructions 
relating thereto given by the unitholders and in effect at that time. If no instruction has been given, all joint unitholders 
must sign.

When dealing through an intermediary for any redemption requests, investors also need to follow the terms of the 
intermediary in addition to those stated in this Explanatory Memorandum. 

Switching between Sub-Funds

One of the most attractive features of the Funds is the facility to switch units between the various sub-funds under 
the umbrella as frequently as required. There is no charge for switching. Switching is subject to limitations as the 
Managers may from time to time impose.

On receipt of written instructions on the appropriate form of request by the Managers, units of a particular Series in 
any one sub-fund may be switched into units of the same Series in any other sub-fund or such other Series in the same 
sub-fund as may be permitted by the Managers. The date of redemption of units will be the Dealing Day on which 
the written request is received, and thus relevant unit prices for that day apply accordingly. The day of reinvestment 
will be the Dealing Day on which the redemption proceeds are credited to the account of the new sub-fund in cleared 
funds. Requests received after the Dealing Deadline on any Dealing Day are carried over to the next Dealing Day. 
Investors should note that in switching, subject to the Dealing Deadline of different sub-funds and the time required 
to transfer the switching money between different sub-funds in cleared funds, the day on which the investments are 
switched into the new sub-fund may be later than the day on which the investments in the old sub-fund are switched 
out or the day on which the switching instruction are given.

Investors should be reminded that if they choose to send the instruction by facsimile, they bear their own risk of 
the forms being illegible or not being received.  Investors should therefore for their own benefit confirm with the 
Managers the receipt of the instruction. Neither the Managers nor the Trustee/the Administrator shall be responsible 
to a unitholder or an investor for any loss resulting from non-receipt or illegibility of any orders sent by facsimile or 
for any loss caused in respect of any action taken as a consequence of such facsimile believed in good faith to have 
originated from properly authorised persons.  This is notwithstanding the fact that a facsimile transmission report 
produced by the originator of such transmission discloses that such transmission was sent.

If a certificate has been issued, it should be returned to the Managers when the instructions to switch are given. If  
not returned, the conversion will be effected but the Registrar will not issue a certificate in respect of the new units 
or balance of units on a switch, or part only of a holding. If the new units are redeemed prior to a certificate being 
returned, the proceeds of redemption will not be paid out until the certificate is returned.
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The minimum amount allowed to be switched is US$1,000, provided that the balance of holdings of the relevant Series 
in both the new and the old sub-funds are not less than the minimum holding requirement of the relevant sub-fund.

Redemption instructions given by joint unitholders also apply to switching instructions.

Certain Series of units are only available to investors and intermediaries selected by the Managers of the Funds at 
its discretion. Subscribers should contact the relevant intermediary or the Managers before making an application 
for switching. When dealing through an intermediary, investors also need to follow the terms of the intermediary in 
addition to those stated in this Explanatory Memorandum.

Prevention of Market Timing and other Unitholder Protection Mechanisms 

The Funds and its sub-funds do not knowingly allow investments which are associated with market timing practices 
as such practices may adversely affect the interests of all unitholders. 

In general, market timing refers to the investment behaviour of an individual or company or a group of individuals 
or companies buying, selling or exchanging shares or other securities on the basis of predetermined market indicators 
by taking advantage of time differences and/or imperfections or deficiencies in the method of determination of the 
net asset value. Market timers may also include individuals or groups of individuals whose securities transactions 
seem to follow a timing pattern or are characterised by frequent or large exchanges. Market timers may disrupt the 
sub-funds’ investment strategies, may increase expenses and may adversely affect investment returns for all unitholders.

Accordingly, the Managers reserve the right to reject any application for switching and/or subscription of units from 
investors whom the former considers market timers.

Prices and Valuations

The Valuation Agent will calculate the net asset value of units of each Series in each sub-fund at the Valuation Point 
on each Dealing Day in accordance with the provisions of the Trust Deed. Series L Units will initially be issued at 
the price per Series A Unit prevailing on the date the first Series L Units are issued. Thereafter, the net asset value 
of each sub-fund attributable to the relevant Series of units is divided by the number of units of such Series in issue 
to give a price per unit to be used for both the purchase and redemption of units. The price of the units may go 
down as well as up.

Fair Value Adjustments 

The value of any investment or deposit which may not be determined in accordance with the Trust Deed whether 
because the relevant prices are not generally available on a market or not available on a particular valuation date 
or where the Managers consider the method of valuation inappropriate, shall be determined by the Managers after 
consultation with the Trustee and the auditors (or by some other person appropriately qualified and approved by 
the Managers and the Trustee). 

Exchange Rates

Each relevant sub-fund is established to receive payments in its own currency. Where subscription payments are 
received in another currency, it is necessary to exchange this to the currency of the sub-fund. The cost of currency 
conversion and other expenses will be borne by investors. Dealing requests not received by the Dealing Deadline are 
also carried forward to the next Dealing Day for exchange purposes.

Liquidity Risk Management

The Managers have established a liquidity risk management policy with the aim to enable them to identify, monitor, 
manage and mitigate the liquidity risks of the sub-funds and to ensure that the liquidity profile of the investments 
of each sub-fund will facilitate compliance with the sub-fund’s obligation to meet redemption requests. Such policy, 
combined with the governance framework in place and the liquidity management tools of the Managers, also seeks 
to achieve fair treatment of unitholders and safeguard the interests of remaining or existing unitholders in case of 
sizeable redemptions or subscriptions.
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The Managers’ liquidity risk management policy takes into account the investment strategy; the dealing frequency; 
the underlying assets’ liquidity (and whether they are priced at fair value); and the ability to enforce redemption 
limitations of the sub-funds. 

The liquidity risk management policy involves monitoring the profile of investments held by the relevant sub-fund 
on an on-going basis with the aim to ensure that such investments are appropriate to the redemption policy as stated 
under the section headed “Redemption of Units”, and will facilitate compliance with each sub-fund’s obligation to 
meet redemption requests. Further, the liquidity management policy includes details on periodic stress testing carried 
out by the Managers to manage the liquidity risk of each sub-fund in times of exceptional market conditions.
 
The Managers’ risk management function is independent from the investment portfolio management function and is 
responsible for performing monitoring of each sub-fund’s liquidity risk in accordance with the Managers’ liquidity 
risk management policy. Exceptions on liquidity risk related issues are escalated to the Managers’ Risk Management 
Committee with appropriate actions properly documented.

The Managers may employ one or more tools to manage liquidity risks including, but not limited to:

•	 the	Managers	may	limit	the	number	of	units	of	the	relevant	sub-fund	which	unitholders	are	entitled	to	redeem	
to units representing 10% of the property of that sub-fund (subject to the conditions under the heading entitled 
“Suspension and Deferral of Redemption”); 

•	 With	the	consent	of	the	Trustee,	the	Managers	may	at	any	time	suspend	the	rights	of	unitholders	of	any	sub-
fund to redeem units (and the issue of units will also be suspended) as outlined in the section “Suspension and 
Deferral of Redemption”. 

Charges and Fees

Units of each Series in the sub-funds are purchased at their quoted dealing prices. At present it is not the Managers’ 
policy to make an initial charge for the purchase of units in the Funds, and thus a single dealing price is quoted daily.

a) Initial charge. The Trust Deed allows the Managers to make an initial charge of up to 5.5 per cent. of the issue 
price of units of each Series in each sub-fund. At present it is not the Managers’ intention to make any charge.

b) Annual Managers’ fee. The Trust Deed allows the Managers to receive an annual fee for management of the 
Funds at a rate of up to 1.5 per cent. per annum, calculated daily based on the net asset value of each sub-fund 
and payable monthly in arrears. At present it is the Managers’ intention to limit the fee to a rate of not exceeding 
0.25 per cent. per annum of the net asset value. Three months’ notice in writing will be given to unitholders in 
the event of an increase in this rate.

c) Additional Managers’ fee. The Trust Deed allows the Managers to receive an additional annual management fee 
on Series L units in each sub-fund for administering retirement schemes investing in Series L units at a rate of up 
to 1 per cent. per annum on the net asset value of the relevant sub-fund attributable to Series L units. Such fee 
is calculated daily and is payable monthly in arrears. At present it is the Managers’ intention to limit the fee to a 
rate of 0.45 per cent. per annum. Three months’ notice in writing will be given to unitholders in the event of an 
increase in this rate. Accordingly, for Series L units, the aggregate of the Annual Managers’ fee and Additional 
Managers’ fee payable by the Series L units is currently not exceeding 0.7 per cent. per annum and the maximum 
level permitted under the Trust Deed is 2.5 per cent. per annum. The Additional Managers’ fee will be paid to 
the Trustee and the Trustee will pay the fee to the administrator of the retirement schemes investing in Series L 
units.

d) Trustee’s fee. The Trust Deed allows the Trustee to receive an annual fee for its services not exceeding 0.15 per 
cent. of the net asset value of each sub-fund (the rate currently charged by the Trustee is 0.05 per cent. per annum 
of the net asset value of each sub-fund and one month’s notice in writing will be given to unitholders in the 
event of any increase in this rate), calculated daily and payable monthly. The Trustee is also entitled to various 
processing and transaction fees and to be reimbursed for all out-of-pocket expenses (including transfer agency 
fees, sub-custody fees and expenses) properly incurred by the Trustee and its delegates in the performance of their 
duties.

Costs and Expenses

In addition to the Managers’ and Trustee’s fees, the Funds also bear the costs associated with investing and realising 
assets, safe keeping or custody of investments, fiscal charges, registrar’s costs, stamp duties, fees and expenses of 
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auditors, the cost of any supplemental Trust Deeds, and legal and other expenses incurred in the administration of 
the Funds. They are also responsible for the cost of preparing, printing and distributing all reports and accounts or 
statements about the Funds, for any costs incurred as a result of changes in law, and continued compliance with the 
law in the jurisdiction(s) in which they are authorised, for the costs of notification of dealing prices in newspapers, 
and preparation and printing of this and subsequent explanatory memoranda. The Funds are also responsible for all 
expenses of the Trustee and the Managers incurred wholly and exclusively for the purposes of the Funds.

The costs and expenses are normally borne by the sub-fund to which they relate, or if of a general nature, allocated 
between the sub-funds in proportion to their respective net asset values.

Neither the Managers nor their connected persons will receive cash or other rebates from brokers or dealers in respect 
of transactions from the Funds. However, the Managers and their connected persons may enter into soft commission 
arrangements with brokers or dealers for the provision to the Managers or their connected persons of goods and services 
which are of demonstrable benefit to unitholders. Execution of transactions for the Funds will be consistent with best 
execution standards, and brokerage rates will not be in excess of customary institutional full-service brokerage rates.

Income Distribution

All interest and income arising is accumulated within each sub-fund and increases the value of the units held. No 
dividends are paid to unitholders. 

Taxation 

Prospective unitholders should acquaint themselves with and, where appropriate, consult their professional advisers on 
the tax consequences of their investment in, acquiring, holding, redeeming, transferring or selling of units in the Funds 
under the relevant laws of the jurisdictions to which they are subject, including the tax consequences and any exchange 
control requirements. These consequences, including the availability of, and the value of, tax relief to unitholders will 
vary with the law and practice of the unitholders’ country of citizenship, residence, domicile or incorporation and 
their personal circumstances. The following statements regarding taxation are based on advice received by the Funds 
regarding the law and practice in force in the relevant jurisdictions at the date of this document. Investors should be 
aware that levels and bases of taxation are subject to change and that the value of any relief from taxation depends 
upon the individual circumstances of the taxpayer.

Cayman Islands

The Funds have received from the Governor-in-Council of the Cayman Islands an undertaking that, in accordance 
with section 81 of the Trusts Law (as amended) of the Cayman Islands, for a period of 50 years from the date of 
creation of the Funds, no laws of the Cayman Islands thereafter enacted imposing any tax or duty to be levied on 
income or on capital assets, gains or appreciation or any tax in the nature of estate duty or inheritance tax shall 
apply to any property or income arising under the Funds or to the Trustee or the unitholders in respect of any such 
property or income. 

Under current Cayman Islands law no tax will be charge in the Cayman Islands on profits or gains of the Funds 
and distributions of the Funds will be payable to unitholders resident in or outside the Cayman Islands without 
deduction of tax. No stamp duty is levied in the Cayman Islands on the transfer or realisation of units in the Funds.

There is at the date of this Explanatory Memorandum no exchange control in the Cayman Islands. As an exempted 
trust, the Funds are required to pay an annual fee to the Registrar of Trusts.

Hong Kong

During such period as the Funds and the sub-funds are authorised by the SFC pursuant to section 104 of the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance then, under present Hong Kong legislation and practice:

- The Funds and sub-funds are not expected to be subject to Hong Kong tax in respect of any of their authorised 
activities.

- No Hong Kong tax will be payable by unitholders in Hong Kong in respect of dividends or other income 
distributions of the sub-funds or in respect of any capital gains arising on the sale, redemption or other disposal 
of units, except that Hong Kong profits tax may arise where such transactions form part of a trade, profession 
or business carried on in Hong Kong.
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- For unitholders, no Hong Kong ad valorem stamp duty is payable in relation to an issue of units or on the 
redemption of units. No Hong Kong stamp duty is payable where the sale or transfer of the unit is effected by 
extinguishing the unit or the sale or transfer is to the Managers who subsequently re-sell the units within two 
months thereof. Pursuant to a remission order issued by the Secretary for the Treasury on 20 October 1999, 
transfer of Hong Kong stocks to the sub-funds in exchange for issue of units or transfer of Hong Kong stocks 
from the sub-funds in consideration for redemption of units is exempt from Hong Kong Stamp Duty. Other 
types of sales or purchases or transfers of the units by unitholders should be liable to Hong Kong Stamp Duty 
of 0.1% (borne by each of the buyer and seller) on the higher of the consideration amount or market value. In 
addition, a fixed duty of HK$5.00 is currently payable on any instrument of transfer of units.

Automatic Exchange of Information 

Automatic exchange of information (“AEOI”) is an umbrella term covering a number of inter-governmental and 
multi-lateral agreements concerning information sharing between states to promote tax transparency. 

Investors should consult their own tax advisors regarding AEOI requirements with respect to investors’ own situation 
on their current or proposed investment in the Funds and the sub-funds. In particular, investors who hold their units 
through intermediaries should confirm the AEOI compliance status of those intermediaries.

Cayman Islands

FATCA

The US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (“FATCA”) requires non-U.S. (foreign) financial institutions (“FFI”) 
to report certain investor information to the US authorities. Under sections 1471 through 1474 of the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Code if an FFI is not compliant with FATCA then a 30% withholding tax may be imposed on certain 
payments to FFIs. Currently this withholding tax only applies to payments that constitute interest, dividends and 
other types of income from U.S. sources (such as dividends paid by a U.S. corporation). However, beginning on 1 
January 2019, this withholding tax is extended to the proceeds received from the sale or disposition of assets that 
give rise to U.S. source dividend or interest payments.

To facilitate compliance with FATCA, the Cayman Islands has signed a Model 1(b) (non-reciprocal) inter-governmental 
agreement with the United States (the “US IGA”). Cayman Islands financial institutions (“FIs”) that comply with the 
US IGA and the enabling legislation will be treated as compliant with FATCA and, consequently, will not be subject 
to additional withholding tax, and will not be required to close recalcitrant accounts. The exact reporting requirements 
for compliance with the US IGA depends on whether a Cayman Islands FI is classified as a “Reporting FI” or a 
“Non-Reporting FI” which is covered in more detail under the “Cayman AEOI Regulations” section.

The Funds and the sub-funds are currently treated as a Non-Reporting FI under FATCA but the status is subject to 
change depending on the prevailing tax rules and regulations which may change from time to time.

UK Inter-governmental agreement

The Cayman Islands has also signed with the UK a separate inter-governmental agreement (the “UK IGA”) in 
broadly similar form to the US IGA. The UK IGA imposes similar requirements to the US IGA, so that the Funds 
and the sub-funds will be required to identify accounts held directly or indirectly by “Specified United Kingdom 
Persons” and report information on such Specified United Kingdom Persons to the Cayman Islands Tax Information 
Authority (“Cayman TIA”), which will exchange such information annually with HM Revenue & Customs (“HMRC”), 
the United Kingdom tax authority. The UK IGA is expected to be abolished in 2017 as it will be replaced by the 
Common Reporting Standard.

The Funds and the sub-funds are currently treated as a Reporting FI under the UK IGA but the status is subject to 
change depending on the prevailing tax rules and regulations which may change from time to time. 

Common Reporting Standard

The Cayman Islands has also signed, along with over 60 other countries, a multilateral competent authority agreement 
to implement the OECD Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information – Common Reporting 
Standard (the “CRS”). 

The Funds and the sub-funds are currently treated as a Reporting FI under CRS but the status is subject to change 
depending on the prevailing tax rules and regulations which may change from time to time. 
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Cayman AEOI Regulations

The Cayman TIA has published guidance notes pursuant to the regulations covering the US IGA, the UK IGA and 
CRS (collectively, the “AEOI Regulations”). All Cayman Islands FIs are required to comply with the registration, 
due diligence and reporting requirements of the AEOI Regulations, unless they can rely on an exemption that allows 
them to become a Non-Reporting FI (as defined in the relevant AEOI Regulations).
 
If the Funds and the sub-funds are classified as a Reporting FI under AEOI Regulations then the Funds and the 
sub-funds will be required to, amongst other things, (i) register with the US Internal Revenue Service (“US IRS”) to 
obtain a Global Intermediary Identification Number or the GIIN (in the context of the US IGA only), (ii) register with 
the Cayman TIA, and thereby notify the Cayman TIA of its status as a Reporting FI; (iii) conduct due diligence on 
its accounts to identify whether any such accounts are considered “Reportable Accounts”, and (iv) report information 
on such Reportable Accounts to the Cayman TIA. The Cayman TIA will transmit the information reported to it to 
the overseas fiscal authority relevant to a reportable account (i.e. the US IRS in the case of FATCA, HMRC in the 
case of a UK Reportable Account, The Office of the Revenue Commissioners in the case of the Republic of Ireland 
etc.) annually on an automatic basis.

If the Funds and the sub-funds are classified as a Non-Reporting FI under AEOI Regulations then there are no 
reporting obligations but the Funds and the sub-funds will need to self-certify to the relevant authorities that they 
are a Non-Reporting FI. To do this the Managers will act as “sponsoring entity” and carry out certain obligations 
on behalf of the Funds and the sub-funds.

In order to carry out these obligations, the Funds and the sub-funds will be required to obtain certain information 
from their investors so as to ascertain their tax status. If it is determined that the investor is reportable under the 
applicable AEOI Regulations then Funds and the sub-funds may then need to report information on these investors 
to the Cayman TIA.

If an investor or an intermediary through which it holds its interest in the Funds and the sub-funds fails to provide the 
Funds and the sub-funds, its agents or authorised representatives with any correct, complete and accurate information 
that may be required, the investor may be compelled to sell its interest in the Funds and the sub-funds or, in certain 
situations, the investor’s interest in the Funds and the sub-funds may be sold involuntarily (provided that the Managers 
shall observe relevant legal requirements and shall act in good faith and on reasonable grounds). In addition, under 
FATCA the investor may be subject to withholding tax on amounts otherwise distributable to the investor. 

By investing (or continuing to invest) in the Funds and the sub-funds, investors shall be deemed to acknowledge that:

(i) the Cayman TIA may be required to automatically exchange information as outlined above with the US IRS, 
HMRC or other relevant tax authorities;

(ii) the Funds and the sub-funds may require the investor to provide additional information and/or documentation 
which the Funds and the sub-funds may be required to disclose to the Cayman TIA;

(iii) in the event an investor does not provide the requested information and/or documentation, whether or not that 
actually leads to compliance failures by the Funds and the sub-funds, or a risk of the Funds and the sub-funds 
or their investors being subject to withholding tax under the relevant legislative or inter-governmental regime, the 
Funds and the sub-funds reserve the right to take any action and/or pursue all remedies at its disposal including, 
without limitation, compulsory redemption or withdrawal of the investor concerned, to the extent permitted by 
applicable laws and the Funds’ and the sub-funds’ constitutional documents and the Managers shall observe 
relevant legal requirements and shall act in good faith and on reasonable grounds;

(iv) no investor affected by any such action or remedy shall have any claim against the Funds and the sub-funds (or 
their agent) for any form of damages or liability as a result of actions taken or remedies pursued by or on behalf  
of the Funds and the sub-funds in order to comply with any of the US IGA, UK IGA or CRS, or any of the 
relevant underlying legislation; and

(v) the Funds and the sub-funds may at their discretion enter into supplemental agreements without the consent of 
investors to provide for any measures that the Funds and the sub-funds deem appropriate or necessary to comply 
with AEOI Regulations.

Hong Kong

Hong Kong’s Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.3) Ordinance (the “Ordinance”) came into force on 30 June 2016 
- this is the legislative framework for the implementation in Hong Kong of CRS. The Funds and the sub-funds are 
required to comply with this because they are authorised under Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Ordinance. 
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CRS in Hong Kong requires financial institutions, such as the Funds and the sub-funds, and/or their agents to collect 
information relating to non-Hong Kong tax residents holding accounts with FIs, and for certain account holders, 
report their information to the Hong Kong Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”) who will in turn exchange the 
information with the jurisdiction(s) in which that account holder is resident. Generally, tax information will only 
be reported to the IRD and exchanged if such jurisdiction has a Competent Authority Agreement (“CAA”) with 
Hong Kong; however, the Funds and the sub-funds and/or their agents may further collect information relating to 
residents of other jurisdictions. 

The CRS rules as implemented by Hong Kong require the Funds and the sub-funds to, amongst other things: (i) 
register the Funds’ and the sub-funds’ status as a “Reporting Financial Institution” with the IRD; (ii) conduct due 
diligence on its accounts (i.e., investors) to identify whether any such accounts are considered “Reportable Accounts” 
for CRS purposes; and (iii) report to the IRD information on such Reportable Accounts. The IRD is expected on 
an annual basis to transmit the information reported to it to the government authorities of the relevant jurisdictions 
with which Hong Kong has signed a CAA. Broadly, CRS contemplates that Hong Kong FIs should report on: (i) 
individuals or entities that are tax residents in a jurisdiction with which Hong Kong has signed a CAA; and (ii) 
certain entities controlled by individuals who are tax residents in such other jurisdiction. Under the Ordinance, details 
of investors, including but not limited to their name, address, tax residence, account number, account balance/value, 
distribution income and sale/redemption proceeds, may be reported to the IRD and subsequently exchanged with 
government authorities in the relevant jurisdictions of tax residence.

By investing (or continuing to invest) in the Funds and the sub-funds, investors shall be deemed to acknowledge that:

(i) the IRD may be required to automatically exchange information as outlined above with relevant tax authorities 
in other jurisdictions;

(ii) the Funds and the sub-funds may require the investor to provide additional information and/or documentation 
which the Funds and the sub-funds may be required to disclose to the IRD;

(iii) in the event an investor does not provide the requested information and/or documentation, whether or not that 
actually leads to compliance failures by the Funds and the sub-funds, the Funds and the sub-funds reserve the 
right to take any action and/or pursue all remedies at its disposal including, without limitation, compulsory 
redemption or withdrawal of the investor concerned, to the extent permitted by applicable laws and the Funds’ 
and the sub-funds’ constitutional documents and the Managers shall observe relevant legal requirements and 
shall act in good faith and on reasonable grounds; 

(iv) no investor affected by any such action or remedy shall have any claim against the Funds and the sub-funds (or 
their agent) for any form of damages or liability as a result of actions taken or remedies pursued by or on behalf  
of the Funds and the sub-funds in order to comply with CRS in Hong Kong or any of the relevant underlying 
legislation; and

(v) the Funds and the sub-funds may at their discretion enter into supplemental agreements without the consent of 
investors to provide for any measures that the Funds and the sub-funds deem appropriate or necessary to comply 
with CRS regulations in Hong Kong.

Regulation of the Funds in the Cayman Islands

The Funds fall within the definition of a “mutual fund” in the Mutual Funds Law (as amended) of the Cayman 
Islands (the “Mutual Funds Law”). The Trustee (being a licensed mutual fund administrator) has agreed to provide 
the principal office for the Funds in the Cayman Islands and, accordingly, the Funds are regulated under Section 
4(1)(b) of the Mutual Funds Law. Accordingly, the obligations of the Funds under the Mutual Funds Law are to 
file certain prescribed details (and any changes thereto) with the Monetary Authority in the Cayman Islands (the 
“Authority”) and to file audited accounts with the Authority on an annual basis within six months of the financial 
year end of the Funds.

As a regulated mutual fund, the Funds are subject to the supervision of the Authority which may at any time instruct 
the Funds to have its accounts audited and submitted to the Authority within such time as the Authority specifies. 
In addition, the Authority may ask the Trustee to provide it with such information or such explanation in respect of 
the Funds as the Authority may reasonably require to enable it to carry out its duty under the Mutual Funds Law.

If requested by the Authority, the Trustee must provide the Authority access to or provide at any reasonable time all 
records relating to the Funds and the Authority may copy or take an extract of any record to which it is given access. 
Failure to comply with these requests by the Authority may result in substantial fines on the part of the Trustee and 
may result in the Authority applying to a court to have the Funds wound up.
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The Authority may take certain actions if it is satisfied that a regulated mutual fund is or is likely to become unable 
to meet its obligations as they fall due or is carrying on or is attempting to carry on its business or is winding up its 
business voluntarily in a manner that is prejudicial to its investors or creditors. The powers of the Authority include, 
inter alia, the power to require the substitution of the Trustee, to appoint a person to advise the Funds on the proper 
conduct of its affairs or to appoint a person to assume control of the affairs of the Funds. There are other remedies 
available to the Authority, including the ability to apply to a court for approval of other actions.

Prevention of Money Laundering

The Funds, their service providers and other members of the HSBC Group (including but not limited to the Managers, 
the Trustee, the Administrator and their respective delegates) are required to act in accordance with the laws, regulations 
and requests of public and regulatory authorities operating in various jurisdictions which relate to, amongst other 
things, the prevention of money laundering, terrorist financing and the provision of financial and other services to 
any persons or entities which may be subject to sanctions. The Funds, any of their service providers or any member 
of the HSBC Group may take any action which in their sole and absolute discretion consider appropriate to take in 
accordance with all such laws, regulations and requests.

Such action may include but is not limited to: the interception and investigation of any payment messages and other 
information or communications sent to or by an investor or on behalf of such investor via the systems of the Funds, 
any service provider of the Funds or any member of the HSBC Group; and making further enquiries as to whether 
a name which might refer to a sanctioned person or entity actually refers to that person or entity. 

The Funds, their service providers and other members of the HSBC Group shall not be liable for loss (whether direct or 
consequential and including, without limitation, loss of profit or interest) or damage suffered by any party arising out of:

(a) any delay or failure of the Funds, any of their service providers or any member of the HSBC Group in processing 
any such payment messages or other information or communications, or in performing any of their duties or other 
obligations in connection with any accounts or the provision of any services to an investor, caused in whole or in 
part by any steps which the Funds, any of its service providers or any member of the HSBC Group, in their sole 
and absolute discretion, consider appropriate to take in accordance with all such laws, regulations and requests; 
or

(b) the exercise of any of the rights of the Funds, their service providers and other members of the HSBC Group 
under this section. 

In certain circumstances, the action which the Funds, any of their service providers or any member of the HSBC 
Group may take may prevent or cause a delay in the processing of certain information. Therefore, the Funds, their 
service providers and other members of the HSBC Group do not warrant that any information on their systems 
relating to any payment messages or other information and communications which are the subject of any action taken 
pursuant to this section is accurate, current or up-to-date at the time it is accessed, whilst such action is being taken.

In order to comply with regulations aimed at the prevention of money laundering in any applicable jurisdictions, 
the Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and their respective delegates may require prospective investors to 
provide evidence to verify their identity and the source of payment of subscription monies. Accordingly, each of the 
Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and their respective delegates reserves the right to request such information 
as it considers necessary to verify the identity of a prospective investor and the source of payment of subscription 
monies. The Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and/or their respective delegates may refuse to accept any 
subscription application if a prospective investor delays in producing or fails to produce any information required by 
the Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and/or their respective delegates, for the purpose of verification and, in 
that event, any funds received will be returned without interest to the account from which the monies were originally 
debited. Each of the Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and their respective delegates may also refuse to process 
any redemption request or delay payment of redemption proceeds if a unitholder requesting for redemption delays 
in producing or fails to produce any information required by the Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator and/or 
their respective delegates. Neither the Managers, the Trustee, the Administrator, nor their respective delegates shall be 
liable to any prospective investor or unitholder (as the case may be) for any loss suffered by the prospective investor 
or unitholder (as the case may be) as a result of the rejection of any subscription or redemption request or delay of 
subscription or payment of redemption proceeds.
 
If any person resident in the Cayman Islands knows or suspects or has reasonable grounds for knowing or suspecting 
that another person is engaged in criminal conduct or is involved with terrorism or terrorist property and the 
information for that knowledge or suspicion came to their attention in the course of business in the regulated sector 
(as such term is defined in the Proceeds of Crime Law (as amended) of the Cayman Islands and the Terrorism Law 
(as amended) of the Cayman Islands), the person will be required to report such knowledge or suspicion to (i) the 
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Financial Reporting Authority of the Cayman Islands, pursuant to the Proceeds of Crime Law (as amended) if the 
disclosure relates to criminal conduct or money laundering, or (ii) a police officer of the rank of constable or higher 
pursuant to the Terrorism Law (as amended) if the disclosure relates to involvement with terrorism or terrorist 
financing and property. Such a report shall not be treated as a breach of confidence or of any restriction upon the 
disclosure of information imposed by any enactment or otherwise.

Trust Deed

The Trust Deed has been amended by Supplemental Trust Deeds dated 27 March 1991, 30 April 1991, 25 February 
1993, 30 June 1994, 18 January 1996, 8 July 1996, 15 July 1999, 15 September 1999 and 19 April 2007. Pursuant to 
a deed of retirement and appointment dated 5 November 2009 between the Managers, Bank of Bermuda (Cayman) 
Limited (the retiring trustee) and HSBC Trustee (Cayman) Limited (the new trustee), Bank of Bermuda (Cayman) 
Limited retired as Trustee of the Funds with effect from 1 June 2010 and in its stead HSBC Trustee (Cayman) 
Limited has been appointed.

The Trust Deed contains provisions for the indemnification of the interested parties and limits their liability under 
certain circumstances. In the event of a conflict between the provisions of this Explanatory Memorandum and the 
Trust Deed, the Trust Deed provisions will prevail.

Unitholders may wish to consult the terms of the Trust Deed (as amended), which can be inspected at the office 
of Managers and the Trustee free of charge. Copies may be purchased from the Managers at a reasonable cost.

Portfolio Holding Information 

Information relating to the sub-funds’ portfolio, at each month end, is available to unitholders at an appropriate time 
after that month end. Unitholders should contact the Managers for such information. A small charge may be levied 
for the provision of this information. 

Investment Restrictions 

The Trust Deed sets certain restrictions on investment of the assets of the Funds.

When managing the assets of the sub-funds, the Managers are subject to the restrictions that the Managers may not:

a) acquire any investment which would result in the value of the investments of any one sub-fund issued, made, 
accepted or guaranteed by:

i) any one substantial financial institution exceeding 25 per cent. of the value of the net assets of such sub-fund, 
provided that the total amount so invested shall not exceed 10 per cent. of the issuers’ issued capital and 
published reserves; or 

ii) any one company or body other than a substantial financial institution exceeding 10 per cent. of the value of 
the net assets of such sub-fund; notwithstanding the foregoing, the Managers may in respect of any sub-fund, 
make a single deposit of less than US$1 million (or the equivalent in the currency of that sub-fund), where 
the sub-fund cannot otherwise diversify as a result of its size; 

b) except with the consent of the SFC, purchase investments other than deposits, short-term money market instruments, 
liquid assets and ‘unrestricted investments’, such as government and other public securities; 

c) permit the average portfolio maturity of any one sub-fund to exceed 90 days; 

d) purchase an instrument with a remaining term to maturity of more than one year or in the case of an unrestricted 
investment (namely government or other public security), more than two years; 

e) invest in gold, silver or other bullion, physical commodities or real estate. 

The Managers may, however, invest up to 30 per cent. of the value of any sub-fund’s net assets in unrestricted 
investments (namely government and other public securities) of the same issue. 

Short selling of investments, lending of money or giving of guarantees is prohibited, and the Managers may not 
acquire any investment which would involve the Funds in unlimited liability. 
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Borrowing against the assets of a sub-fund is allowed up to a maximum of 10 per cent. of net assets of that sub-
fund. Any borrowing may, however, only be undertaken on a short-term basis to facilitate payment of redemptions 
or to defray expenses. 

Suspension and Deferral of Redemption 

With the consent of the Trustee, the Managers may at any time suspend the rights of unitholders of any sub-fund to 
redeem units (and the issue of units will also be suspended) in the event of the following circumstances:

a) when dealing on any market in which the sub-funds are materially invested is restricted or suspended; or 

b) when the making or uplifting of investments or deposits of the sub-funds cannot be effected normally, or without 
seriously prejudicing the interests of unitholders; or 

c) in the event of a breakdown in the normal methods of communication used to determine valuations of the assets 
of the sub-funds or part thereof, or if the amount of any significant liability cannot be ascertained promptly or 
accurately; or 

d) when the disposal of any of the sub-funds’ assets or transfers to or from the Funds cannot be effected at normal 
prices or rates of exchange; 

The Managers may compulsorily redeem units if held by an unqualified person, namely, one whose holding may result 
in adverse tax or other consequences for the Funds, the Managers, the Trustee or their associates.

On any Dealing Day, the Managers may limit the number of units of the relevant sub-fund which unitholders are 
entitled to redeem to units representing 10% of the property of that sub-fund and any units which are not redeemed 
on a Dealing Day as a result of such deferral shall be carried forward and redeemed on the next succeeding Dealing 
Day in priority to any subsequent notice of redemption.

Reports and Accounts

The financial year-end of the Funds is 31 July each year. Audited accounts are prepared and sent to unitholders 
within four months of the financial year-end. Half-yearly reports are also prepared and sent within two months of 
31 January each year.

Audited accounts and half-yearly reports will only be provided in English.

Voting Rights

Unitholders’ meetings may be convened by the Managers or the Trustee or unitholders representing one-tenth or more 
of the number of units in issue at the relevant time. A meeting of holders from each sub-fund (or the relevant Series) 
may approve an increase in management fees, modify the terms of the Trust Deed if approved by the Managers and 
the Trustee, remove the Trustee or terminate the sub-fund at any time after five years from the date of establishment.

Each unit represents one vote regardless of Series. A 75 per cent. majority of votes cast for or against such resolutions 
is required to exercise these powers. Unitholders will be given not less than 21 days’ notice of such meetings. The 
Trust Deed contains provisions for such meetings and the requirements for a quorum.

Prices and Publication

The prices of Series A Units are quoted for indication purposes in Hong Kong’s South China Morning Post, Hong 
Kong Economic Journal and Hong Kong Economic Times. Current prices of all Series are obtainable on request 
from the Managers.

Termination 

The Trust Deed contains provisions to enable the Funds to be terminated in certain circumstances. The Managers 
may terminate the Funds if, for any three-month period, the net asset value is less than US$2 million. The Trustee 
or the Managers may also terminate the Funds if any law is passed which renders it illegal or in their opinion 
impracticable or inadvisable to continue the Funds. Similarly, the Managers may close any of the sub-funds if, for 
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any three-month period, the net asset value is less than US$1 million or the equivalent in the currency in which the 
sub-fund is denominated. Further, if the unitholders authorise termination of the Funds by extraordinary resolution, 
the Trustee will terminate it by giving three months’ notice. Three months’ notice will always be given to unitholders, 
unless earlier termination is desirable by reason of the Funds or any sub-fund being or expected to become illegal. 
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